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SUMMARY 

The stability of the non-linear periodic oscillations is discussed by solving 
a variational equation which characterizes. small variations from the periodic 
states of equilibrium. This variational equation leads to a linear equation in 
which the coefficient is periodic in the time. If all solutions of this equation 
are bounded, then the oscillation is said to be stable, otherwise unstable. In 
order to establish the stability criterion, the characteristic exponents for the 
unbounded solutions are calculated by Whittaker's method. Then, the general
ized stability condition is derived by comparing the said characteristic exponents 
with the damping of the system considered. Since the solutions of the varia
tional equation have the form: eP.T (sin(n,-a)+· .. J, our stability condition 
is secured not only for the unbounded solutions having the fundamental frequency 
(n=l), but also for the unbounded solutions with higher harmonic frequencies 
(n=Z, 3, 4, •····· ). Hence the generalized stability condition obtained in this way 
is particularly effective in studying the oscillations in which the higher harmonics 
are excited. Finally our investigation is compared with one of the stability 
conditions derived by Mandelstam and Papalexi for the subharmonic oscillations. 

In the appendix, the characteristic exponents are calculated at some length 
for the unbounded solutions of a variational equation in which the periodic 
coefficient involves sine series as well as cosine series. 

1. Introduction 

Non-linear oscillations governed by the differential equation: 

with l ( 1.1) 

are not seldom encountered in several different kinds of physical problems. It has 

been pointed out by Trefftz (1) that if the solution of (1.1) is stable, it must 

finally lead to a perio:lic solution in which the period is equal to the period T of 

the external force, or as its least period equal to an integral multiple (different 
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from unity) of T.* Consequently, a non-periodic oscillation, if established, must be 

unstable. 

In the following lines we confine our attention to the periodic solutions which 

are essentially either harmonic or subharmonic even if higher harmonics may 

predominate. It is known from the theory of differential equations that (1.1) 

possesses such solutions v('r) that are uniquely determined once the values of v(O) 

and ( d v Id -r )T -o , i.e. the initial conditions, are prescribed. It is, how ever, the 

distinctive c::haracter of non-linear oscillations that the various types of periodic 

solutions of (1.1) may exist corresponding to the different values of the initial 

conditions prescribed. 

Contrary to many cases of linear differential equations, it is hardly possible 

to find the general solution of (1.1) for the given initial conditions. Moreover, 

since explicit solutions in terms of the elementary functions are not to be expected, 

the differential equation (1. 1) is treated by various analytic approximation methods. 

As mentioned above, so long as we confine the problem to the periodic oscillations, 

our conventional method of solution is to assume for v( -r) a Fourier series develop

ment with undetermined coefficients, and then to fix them by the non-linear relations 

obtained by substituting the series into the original equation (1.1). It should, 

however, be noticed that this method of solution is merely to find out the periodic 

states of equilibrium which are not always sustained, but are only able to last out 

so long as they are stable. The circumstances under which this condition obtains 

are determined by a further stability investigation. 

2. Stability of the periodic solutions 

A state of equilibrium is said to be stable or unstable according to whether 

any variation from this state caused by a sufficiently small perturbation attenuates 

or not with the lapse of time. As a typical case of equation (1.1), we now consider 

the following non-linear differential equation: 

with 

d 2v dv l a,----;;2-+f(v)d-r +g(v) = e(-r), ( 

e(-r+T) = e(-r). J 

Let the periodic solution of (2.1) be expressed by 

v( -r) = ID( -r) , 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

in which the period is equal to the period T of the external force, or as its least 

* Corresponding to these two cases the terms "harmonic" and "s1.1bharmonic" oscillations are 
respectively applied. 
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period equal to an integral multiple of T. If the small variation from this periodic 

state is denoted by e, we obtain the following variational equation for e by the 

substitution of v(-r)+e in.-place of v(:-), i.e., 

(2.3) 

or 

(2.4) 

in which F(1:) and G(-r) are periodic functions of -r, determined by the substitution 

of (2. 2) into (2. 3). Now, introducing a new variable "I/ with the following relation : 

equation (2.4) is transformed as follows: 

This is a linear equation in which the coefficient of "I/ is a periodic function 

and may be developed into a Fourier series. 

By Floquet's theorem (2) the general solution of (2.6) is given by 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

of -r 

(2. 7) 

where µ is the characteristic exponent determined by the coefficients of the Fourier 

series in (2.6), and </)(1:), c/1(-r) are periodic functions of -r in which the period is 

the same or twice as much as the period of the Fourier series. 

Now we turn to the present stability investigation. As one readily sees from 

(2. 5) and (2. 7), the variation e tends to zero with the increase of -r if the 

real part of - ~ F 0 ±µ is negative, F O being the constant term in the series of F( -r ), 

and the corresponding periodic state of equilibrium is stable. On the contrary, if 

the real part of - ~ F o±µ is positive, th~ variation e diverges boundlessly with 

the increase of -r, and the corresponding periodic state is unstable. Hence, for 

establishing the stability criterion, it is necessary to evaluate the characteristic 

exponent µ in (2. 7), and this will be discussed in the following section. 

3. The stability problem for Bill's equation 

As mentioned in the foregoing section, the variational equation associated with 

the stability of the periodic solution is reduced to the linear equation (2. 6) with a 

periodic function of .1: as its coefficient. The representative one of (2. 6) is what is 

called a Hill's equation of the form : 
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(3.1) 

We shall now briefly discuss the solution of this equation by use of Whit· 

taker's method of change of parameter.* 
Substituting a solution : 

(3.2) 

into (3.1), we obtain 

(3.3) 

According to Whittaker the periodic function </>( -r) in the n-th unstable region 

may be assumed to a first approximation in the form : 

</>(-r) = sin(n-r-11), n = 1, 2, 3, •··, (3.4) 

in which a is a new patameter to be determined presently. Substituting (3. 4) into 

(3. 3) and equating to rero the coefficients of sin n-r and cos n-r respectively, we 
obtain 

2µn sin a+ (80 + µ 2 -n2) cos a ~On cos a== 0 , l 
2µn cos a-(80 + µ 2 -n2) sin a-tin sin a= 0. 5 

Hence the characteristic exponent µ and the parameter a are given by 

lln • 2 l µ = 2nsin a, 

tl0 = n2 + tin cos 2a- (~;r sin2 2a, . with 

from which we obtain, by eliminating a, 

µ 2 = -(llo+n2)±v'4n2llo+ll~ • 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

* This method of solution was introduced by Whittaker (3) in obtaining the quasi-periodic 
solution in the neighbourhood of. the characteristic functions {i.e. Mathieu functions) ce1(-r) 
and se1(-r) of Mathieu's equation-a special case of Hill's equation in which the periodic coef
ficient is a simple harmonic function of -r (i.e., 0z=03= •····· =0 in (3.1)); He· assumed the·. 
solution in the form : 

c1e·~T (sin(-r- a)+•·· J+cze- 'T (sin(-r+a)+ •·· J , 

where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants and o is a new parameter. This solution reduces to 
the Mathieu function ce1(-r) for o= - TC/2, and to se1(-r) for o=O. Generally a has a value 
lying between. -TC/2 and O for the unbounded solution in which the characteristic exponent µ 
may be considered as real. 

Later, Young (4) has applied this method of solution to obtain the quasi-periodic solution 
in the neighbourhood of the Mathieu functions ce2(-r), se2(-r) and ces(-r), ses(-r). 

In our paper, we define the n-th unstable region in Oo, 01-plane as associated with the un
bounded solutions interposed between cen('t') and sen('t'), and apply the same term to the 
case· of Hill's equation. 
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Since the characteristic exponent µ may be assumed to be purely imaginary or 
real according to whether the solution is bounded or not for all positive values of 

the time, we have µ 2>0 for the unbounded solution (cf. equation (2. 7)). This 
condition is transformed by (3. 7) to 

or (3. 8) 

Since µ = 0 on the boundaries between the stable and unstable regions, the boundary 

lines of the n-th unstable region are given by 

(3.9) 

which are also derived directly by putting a= -1r/2 and a~O in the second 

equation of (3. 6). 

It is apparent from these equations that the values of /l, a and consequently 

the __ boundaries of the'n-th · unstab!e region are determined only by Oo and O,., and 
. . . . ' ' 

are not affected by other parameters. This is because we have confined our 
calculation to the first approximation. By the closer approximation, however, the 
remaining parameters _will be related to them, as will be shown in the appendix 

where the variational equation considered contains the periodic coefficient involv

ing sine series as well as cosine series. 

4. Condition for the stability of the non-linear periodic oscillations 

FolJowing the preceding considerations, we shall derive the stability condition 

for the periodic oscillations governed by the following equation : 

(4.1) 

in which 21l is a constant damping coefficient, /(v) a non-linear term and e(i-) a 
periodic external force. Let the variation of v be ~- Then. corresponding to (2. 5) 

and (2. 6), we have 

and 
(4.2) 

Now, once the periodic state of equilibrium is determined ( usually by applying 

either iteration or perturbation methods), the coefficient of r; in the last equation 

may be developed into a Fourier series, so that (4. 2) leads to 

(4.3) 
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According to. the investigation in Section 2, the stability condition in this 

case is given by r1>lµI, or substituting (3. 7) we obtain* 

(4.4) 

This is the stability condition (to a first approximation**) for the n-th unstable 

region, so that, in order that the periodic state of equilibrium is stable, the condition 

( 4. 4) must be. satisfied for all values of n simultaneously. 

5. Some complementa~y remark~ on the stability condition 

In this section we shall compare the stability condition obtained in the foregoing 

section with the one hitherto reported, and explain the physical meaning of the 

instability in the n-th unstable region. 

Stability investigations in non-linear oscillations are to be found in many 

physical and technical journals. Here the one reported by- Mandelstam and 

P11palexi (5) with elegant form will be taken up for compa,rison. 'fhey have 

discussed tp.e subharmonic oscillations in vacuum tube ciJ;cuits governed by the 

following equation : 

1,1 = 2, 3, 4, ... , (5.1) 

in which the parametric coefficient A of. the non-linear function F(v, dv/d-r) is 

sufficiently small. They have treated the problem by the perturbation method, and 

obtained the following periodic solution for the subharmonic oscillation of order 

1/v, i.e., 
• I B 

v·=xs1n-r+ycos-r+wcosv-r, w= l-va• 

in which the amplitudes x and y are to be determined by the conditions: 

where 

f2'" Jo ¢(x, Y, -r) cos -rd-r = 0. 

¢(x, y, -r) = F(x sin -r + y cos -r +w cos v-r , 
x cos -r - y sin -r - vw sin v-r) • 

(5. 2) 

(5.3) 

This is quite the same relation as that obtained by substituting (5. 2) into (5.1) 

* So long as we confine our calculation to a first approximation, equation (3. 7) may be 
applied in case of e~=f=-0. 

** In the case when the stability condition of the higher order approximation is preferable, 
we should refer to the appendix for the closer evaluation of µ. 
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and equating to zero the coefficients of sin -r and cos -r respectively. Then, as for 

the stability condition, they have derived the following relation : 

f2"'fJ¢ 
Jo f}y sin -rd-r !Zc f}qJ 

-
8 

cos-rd-r 
0 y 

>o, (5.4) 

which has been deduced from the considetation that the variations of the ampli

tudes x and y of the subharmonic oscillation tend to zero with the lapse of time -r. 

On the other h~nd, in our preceding investigation, the differential equation 

which governs the oscillation is given by ( 4. 1), in which the damping coefficient 

2 a is constant, but not necessarily small. In order to investigate the subharmonic 

oscillations, the external force e(-r) in (4.1) may conveniently be expressed by 

Bcos 11-r, and then the periodic solution will be given by (5. 2). 
Now we shall proceed to show that the stability condition (5. 4) is included in 

our equation (4.4) as one of the conditions corresponding to n=l. Since v(-r) is 

a periodic function of-r (cf. equation (5. 2)), df /dv in (4. 2) may be expanded in a 

Fourier series as : 

where 

df 
dv = ao +a1 cos 2-r +a2 cos 4-r + • .. 

+b1sin2-r+b2sin4-r+ ···, 

ao = -1_ f2•df d-r 
2nJo dv ' 

1 !2"'d/ a,= - d- cos2v-rd-r, (11 = 1, 2. 3, •··). 
,r o V 

112• d/ . b, = - -d stn 211-rd-r, (11 = 1, 2, 3, ···) • 
,r o V 

Substituting this into ( 4. 2), and comparing with ( 4. 3 ), we obtain 

0o=ao-b2 , 

20, = va~+b~, 
b, 

tv = arctan a~ . 

Hence the stability condition (4. 4) may be written as: 

(a0 -n2) 2 +4n2b2 > ! (aJ + b:) , 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

and further, substituting for ao, a.., and bn their values as given by (5. 5), we have 
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or 
f 2"(dl ) r2"(d/ ) Jo dv-n2 sin2 n-rd-r·Jo dv -n2 cos2 n-rd-r 

This stability condition may be rewritten in a form similar to that of (5. 4) as : 

r2" Jo \JI'., sin m d-r 

r2'" Jo '1'11 sin m d-r 

in which 

~:,.\JI'., cos m d-r 
>o, r2• 

Jo 'l'11cosn-rd-r 
(5.7) 

(
df ,. 

\JI'.,= dv -n2) sin n-r +2nb cosn-r, 

'l'v= (~:-n2
) cosn-r-2nb sinn-r. 

Now the stability condition (5. 4) may be derived by putting n=l in (5. 7), 

i.e., upon comparing (5.1) with (4.1), we have 

¢(x, y, -r) = F( v.~~)= ! [v·-/(v)-2a::J, 

and hence, by (5. 2), 

iJ"'-= l.(1- di) sin-r- 2a COS'!"= _l.cw )n~1 
Bx J. dv J. J. "' ' 

_§_'11_ = l.(1- di) cos -r + 2a sin -r = -- !_C'l'v)n-1 By ;. dv ;. ;. • 

The substitution of these two relations into (5. 7) will yield (5. 4). 

Therefore, the stability condition given by Malidelstam and Papalexi offers no 

information for n :2': 2. This is because they have discussed the problem by the 
perturbation method, assuming that the non-linearity expressed by J. in (5.1) is 

sufficiently small. Whereas in our investigation, the generalized stability condition 

( 4. 4) or (5. 7) for then-th unstable region will furnish the criterion to distinguish 

the stability for the n-th harmonic of the fundamental oscillation. This will be 
clear from the following consideration that an oscillation with n times the funda· 

mental frequency is excited in the n-th unstable region, for the solution of the 

variational equation in this region bas the form: e"'T •(sin (m-11) +higher order 

terms in 81, 82, ···). 
Our generalized condition is effective when we investigate the harmonic oscilla· 

tion in which the higher harmonics are predominantly superposed with negative 

damping. Our condition is also effective in the case when we discuss the stability 

of the subharmonic oscillations ;-- e. g., in studying the subharmonic oscillation of 
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order 1/3, we are frequently encountered with the self-excitation of the second har

monic of the subharmonic oscillation, i.e. the oscillation of order 2/3, which will 

no longer permit the continuation of the original subharmonic oscillation. Thus, 

the stability condition· for the first unstable region is not sufficient in this case, 

and the instability above-mentioned may be detected by putting n=2 in (4. 4) or 

(5. 7).* 
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APPENDIX 

Evaluation of the characteristic exponent for the variational equation· ( 4.3) 

As has been indicated in Section 4, the -variational equation associated with 

the periodic oscillation is given by ( 4. 3). If all the arguments e/s are zero, 

equation (4.3) reduces to a Hill's equation. As far as we are aware, there has 

been no report on the unbounded solution of ( 4. 3) in which the periodic coefficient 

involves sine series as well as cosine series. As noticed in the text, the closer 

evaluation of the characteristic exponent will be necessary in the case when the 

stability condition of the higher order approximation is desired. We shall, therefore, 

write down some expansions for the characteristic exponent µ by Whittaker's 

method for the following equation : 

(a) For the unbounded solution associated with the first unstable region:-

The characteristic exponent µ is given by the following expansion : 

µ =½81 sin 211 + ! 8182 sin (211 +201 -e2) 

1 ' 
+ 

24 
8283 sin (211+e1 +e2-e3) 

+ 
4
~ 8384 sin (211 +e1 +e3-e4) + •··, 

* An application of the generalized stability condition to the subharmonic oscillation of order 

1/3 will be reported in the following paper. 
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in which the parameter a is to be determined by 

80 = l +81 cos 2a + (--l + _!_ cos 4a) Bi - loi 4 8 6 . 

- 1~ 8~ - 3~8~ + ! 8182 cos (2a+2e1-e2) 

1 + 12828s cos(21.1+e1+12-es) 

l + 24 8s84 cos (2a+e1 +e3 -e4) + •··. 

(b) For the unbounded solution associated with the second unstable region:--

Similarly to the preceding case, the expansions for µ and 80 are given by ,. 

µ = ! 82 sin 2a- 1~of sin (2a-2e1 +e2) 

+ 2~ 818s sin(2a +e1 +e2-es) 

+ 6\8284 sin (2a+2e2-e4)+···, 

Bo= 4+82cos2a+[!- ! cos(2a-2e1+e2)]8i 

( 1 1 \02 1 02 1 82 + - 16 + 32cos4a; 2- 10 s- 24 4 

1 + 6 818s cos (2a+e1 +e2-es) 

1 + 168284 cos (2a +2e2--e4) +···. 

(c) For the unbounded solution associated with the third unstable region:·

µ= ! Os sin2a- 2~8182 sin(2a--e1--e2+ts) 

+ 4~8184 sin(2a+e1 +es-·e4)+···, 

80 = 9+83 cos2a+1~o?+fc>8~+(-- 31+7\cos4a) 8; 

1 l - 14 0!-4 8182 cos(2a-e1 -e2 +es) 

1 +8 8184 cos (2a+e1 +es-e4) +···. 

The periodic functions <Kr) and <J!('r:) in the solutions (cf. equation (2.7)) are 

obtained at the same time. They have, however, no direct concern to the stability 

problem, so that the lengthy expansions for </J( 't') and ¢( 't') will be omitted here. 
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